ReportHub
Humanitarian Decision Support in Real-Time

ReportHub supports the Humanitarian Programme Cycle (HPC) by providing visibility on the projects of your Cluster in real-time. ReportHub is based on the standards of the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), by developing Common Operational Datasets (COD) with the implementation of location based P-Codes and the Humanitarian eXchange Language (HXL). This means ReportHub provides a link directly to the reporting requirements of your Cluster.

Projects and Assessments

ReportHub streamlines your reporting needs into one, simple to use interface.

ReportHub supports all the reporting and assessment requirements of your cluster through one simple to use interface, which makes reporting easy!

Reporting

Built on Interoperability, ReportHub can link with your systems for further analysis and reporting.

ReportHub records with details including month, activity, location and beneficiary type split into sex and age disaggregation (SADD) which can then connect directly with tools such as Tableau, Power BI and ArcMap or reporting platforms including HPC tools for further analysis.

Project Monitoring and Coordination

ReportHub enables you to monitor the Projects, Reports and Assessments for your Cluster.

Aimed at decision makers, ReportHub provides dashboards that act as single points of entry to all your required information, which makes being up-to-date easy!